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0. Introduction and summary. The random variables Xx,--,Xk are called

sign-invariant if the 2k joint distributions corresponding to the sets

(EyXy,---,BkXk), By = + l,---,sk = ± 1, are all the same. An arbitrary family of

random variables {X,,teT}, where Tis some index set, is called sign-invariant

if every finite subfamily of the family consists of sign-invariant variables. We

shall also describe such a family as a "family of sign-invariant random variables."

In the special case where the X, are mutually independent, they are also sign-

invariant if and only if their marginal distribution functions are symmetric.

The sign-invariance of exchangeable random variables is discussed in [1].

In §1, basic properties of sign-invariant families are given. A fundamental

property is that sign-invariant random variables are conditionally independent

given their absolute values. A series of sign-invariant random variables converges

in distribution if and only if it converges with probability 1.

In §2, the real-valued stochastic process with sign-invariant increments is pre-

sented. The sample functions behave like those of a continuous parameter mar-

tingale : they are bounded over every interval and have finite left- and right-hand

limits at each point. The process is characterized as consisting of a pure jump

function composed with a Brownian motion process having a random time param-

eter. The sum of the squares of the increments of the process over a sequence

of subdivisions of the time parameter interval converges with probability 1 to

a limit consisting of the sum of the squares of the jumps of the process plus the

random time parameter of the Brownian part of the process.

A limit theorem on the sum of the yth powers of the increments, 0 < y < 2,

is in §3. This sum converges to + co if the process has a Brownian component.

If there is no Brownian component, then, under certain conditions, the sum

converges to the sum of the yth powers of the magnitudes of the jumps.

We remark that the formulation of sign-invariance was motivated by the

search for a "natural" setting for these theorems on increments. The result on

the sum of the squares of the increments is extended in §4 to a general diffusion
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process (Ito process). In §5, the result for the yth powers is extended to processes

with independent increments. In the latter case, we show that the property under

discussion is invariant under a transformation of the process to another process

of the same type having sign-invariant increments.

I am grateful to Professor Howard G. Tucker and the referee for uncovering

several errors in the first version of this paper.

1. General properties of sign-invariant families. A single random variable X is

sign-invariant if and only if its characteristic function is equal to £ [cos uX~].

A natural generalization of this property to a family of sign-invariant random

variables is

Lemma 1.1. Xx,---,Xk are sign-invariant if and only if their joint charac-

teristic function is of the form

(1.1) £[expi(ui-X'i + ■•• + ukXkf] = £ j Ó cos«,*,  .

Proof. The sufficiency of the form (1.1) follows from the status of cosx as

an even function of x. For the proof of necessity, take k = 2 :

E[expiiuyXy + u2X2)~\ = ^cosO/j-Yj + u2X2)~\

= E\cosuxXyCosu2X2~\ — E[sinuxXxsinu2X2~\

= £[costi1.X'1cosM2.X2].

Here the first equality follows from the fact that every linear combination of

sign-invariant random variables is sign-invariant; the second equality is the

trigonometric identity cos(x + v) = cos x cos y — sin x sin y ; and the third equality

holds because sin x is an odd function of x. The proof for arbitrary k is simi-

larly obtained by successive application of these arguments.

In connection with the argument used in this proof, we mention that it is not

true that the sign-invariance of each linear combination of a set of random

variables implies the sign-invariance of the set; for example, every linear com-

bination of jointly normally distributed random variables with expectations 0

has a sign-invariant (normal) distribution, while every such set of jointly dis-

tributed variables is not sign-invariant.

A single sign-invariant random variable X has the property that the condi-

tional distribution of X, given | X |, assigns probability 1 \2 to the values X and

—X. For a sign-invariant set, we have

Lemma 1.2. Xx,--,Xk are sign-invariant if and only if they are condi-

tionally independent, given \Xt\,---,\Xk\, with the conditional joint charac-

teristic function \~\kj = y cos UjXj.
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Proof. Since cos* = cos|x|, the expression Y\j = icosujXj *s measurable

with respect to | Xy |, • • -, | Xk | ; therefore, the form of the conditional characteris-

tic function is obtained from Lemma 1.1.

Lemma 1.2 shows the relation between independence and sign-invariance.

Important features are shared by both concepts. On one hand, properties of

independence are sometimes consequences of sign-invariance, and, on the other

hand, properties of sign-invariance are sometimes deducible from independence

and the application of Lemma 1.2. An example of the first possibility is

Lemma 1.3. J/ X and Yare sign-invariant, then the finiteness ofE\X + Y\r

implies that of E\x\r and E\ y|r, for every r > 0.

Proof. By sign-invariance, | X — Y\ has the same distribution as | X + Y\ so

that E\X - Y\r is finite if £|X + Y\r is; hence,

£|max(X, Y)\r = 2~rE\X + Y+\X - Y\ |r< oo.

By sign-invariance, E | minLY, Y) \r is also finite ; therefore, the assertion of the

lemma now follows from the inequalities (x)+ _i (max(x, y))+, (x)~ 5= (min(x,y))~.

The same assertion for independent X and Y can be deduced from Lemma

1.3 by symmetrizing the variables and using the fact that the rth moment of a

random variable exists if and only if rth moment of the symmetrized random

variable exists [9, p. 246]. This result is apparently known for the case of in-

dependence only when r 2; 1 [9, p. 263].

An example of the deduction of properties of sign-invariant random variables

from independence via Lemma 1.2 is

Lemma 1.4.   Let Xlf—,Xn be sign-invariant; then, for every x^O,

(1.2) p( max (Xy + -"+Xk)^x) ^ 2P{Xy + ••• + Xn ^ x}.

Proof. (1.2) holds when the probability statement is repaced by a "con-

ditional probability given \Xy !,••• ,|X„\" statement; for in the latter case,

Lemma 1.2 asserts that the Z's are independent and with marginal symmetrical

distributions, and then (1.2) is already known [5, p. 106]. The assertion for the

unconditional probabilities follows by taking expectations on both sides of the

conditional probability inequality.

It is not a surprise that (1.2) holds for sign-invariant random variables because

at the heart of the proof of (1.2) for independent random variables is the "re-

flection principle," which is a property of sign-invariance.

The similarity between independence and sign-invariance continues in

Theorem 1.1. For a sequence Xy,X2,---, of sign-invariant random vari-

ables the following three conditions are equivalent:
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lim
u-»0

(i)    2™=i2£'B converges in distribution,

(ii)   2¡¡°=i-X2< oo with probability I,

(iii)  2"=iX„ converges with probability 1.

Proof. In general, the convergence (iii) implies the convergence (i). We shall

show that (i) implies (ii) and then that (ii) implies (iii).

Being bounded and nonincreasing, the sequence of partial products \~\k = i \cos u^k\

converges to a limit Y\¡?= 11cos "^« | » which may be 0. By the continuity theorem

for characteristic functions, we know that (i) implies that the characteristic func-

tion of Xx + ••• + X„, namely £(\\nk = i cosuXk), converges to a characteristic

function cb(u) uniformly on every bounded «-interval. Applying the bounded

convergence theorem to n* = i |cosuZt|, we obtain

(1.3) £ (fl |coswX„|) = Hm E (f[ cosuxA  = eb(u).
\n = l J n-»oo        \k = l I

Let A denote the event {n«°=i |cos«X„| =0 for almost all u in the sense of

Lebesgue measure}, and let IA be the indicator function of A; then, by (1.3),

PÍA)-e(ia n| cm HZ. l)

= lim  e(ia 1 - n |cosuZ„|   )   = lim [1 - </>(»)] = 0.
u->0 \      [ u = l J/ u-»0

On the other hand, Y[n = y | cos uX„ | = 0 on a dense u-set on the set A, so that

iimo-,0 EIAYl™= y | cosuXn |=0; hence, PiA) = 0.

Let Xy,x2,--- be a sequence of fixed real numbers. If \~[û=i |c°s ux„\

is not 0 on a «-set of positive Lebesgue measure, then the series 2 ± x„, where

the signs are chosen independently and with equal probabilities, converges with

probability 1 [5, p. 115]; hence, x„->0, and so the convergence of the infinite

product implies that 2„°L i x„2 < oo. From this we conclude that the fact PiA) = 0

implies   ~E^LyX2< co a.s.; hence, (i) implies (ii).

To prove (iii) as a consequence of (ii), we consider the conditional probability

of convergence of 2„œ=iXn given \Xy |,|X2|,---. By Lemma 1.2, the 2Ts are

conditionally independent and each X„ assumes the values ± | X„ | with proba-

bilities (1/2,1/2). (iii) is now a direct consequence of the Rademacher-Steinhaus

theorem, which states that if C1,C2, ••■ is a sequence of real numbers whose

signs are selected independently and with probabilities (1/2, 1/2), then

2„cc=iC2<oo implies the probability 1 convergence of 2,T= iC„ [10], [11].

This result can also be deduced from the more general theorem [5, p. 108].

The sign-invariance property is also very close to a martingale property.

Lemma 1.5. Xt,---,Xk are sign-invariant if and only if the conditional

distribution of any subset Xit,---,Xioi given any other subset XJl,---,Xjß, is in-

variant under all sign changes in the former subset.
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Proof. This is established by expressing the joint distribution of the two

subsets as the integral of the conditional distribution of the first subset given

the second, and then using the elementary properties of conditional probabilities.

Corollary 1.1. If Xy,X2,■■■ are sign-invariant, then the conditional dis-

tribution of X„, given Xy,---,Xn-y, is symmetric about the origin, n>l. If,

in addition, £|X„|<oo, n^l, then, in particular E(X„\Xy, ■••,Ar„_1) = 0

with probability 1, n>\; thus, the concsecutive partial sums, Xi.-Xj +X2,---

form a martingale.

We could go on to point out many analogies between sign-invariance and

martingale dependence, but we do not need these results for our pending study,

and so we shall just mention one point and leave the subject. Let Xy,X2,---

be a sign-invariant sequence, and let N be a nonnegative, integer-valued random

variable which is measurable with respect to the c-field generated by the absolute

values of the X's. Define a new sequence Xy,X2,--- as ftk = Xk if N^k and

Xk = 0 if N < k; then, it can be shown with the help of Lemma 1.5 that the

sequence Xx,)?2,--- is also sign-invariant. This transformation of the Z-sequence

corresponds to "optional stopping" [5, p. 300] on the sequence of consecutive

partial sums of the X's.

2. The stochastic process with sign-invariant increments. Let X(t), a S[ t ^ b,

be a separable stochastic process on a probability space (Q, #",P). We say

that X(t) has' sign-invariant increments if for every finite set of mutually

disjoint intervals (aub¡), i = l,---,k, lying in [a,fe], the random variables

X(bx) — X(ax), ■■•,X(bk) — X(ak) are sign-invariant. An example of such a

process is one with symmetric, independent increments. If a process X(i) with

sign-invariant increments satisfies E|X(b) — X(a)\ < oo, then, by Lemma 1.3,

the expectations of all the increments exist, and, by Corollary 1.1, A^(i) is a

martingale. If E\X(b) — Y(a)|2 < oo, then, by Lemma 1.3, all increments have

finite second moments, and, by sign-invariance, are orthogonal; hence, X(t) has

orthogonal increments.

In general, we do not assume the existence of any moments of X(t), so that

our process does not fit into any previously known category. We shall study

the nature of the sample functions of the process: just as sign-invariant sequences

resemble independent and martingale-dependent sequences, so X(t) resembles

processes with independent increments and continuous parameter martingales.

The theory of processes with sign-invariant increments is related to that of these

other processes, but is independent of it. The martingale sequence convergence

theorems and the "upcrossing inequality" [5, p. 316] are basic to our work.

In what follows, we use the expression "for almost all sample functions" in

the usual sense, e.g., as in [5, p. 11]. A property holding with probability 1 will

be said to hold "almost surely," denoted by a.s.
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Lemma 2.1.   Almost all sample functions Z(r) are bounded on [a, &].

The proof is identical with the proof for centered processes with independent

increments [5, p. 411] ; in fact, all that is needed is the conversion of the inequality

(1.2) into the inequality P{supflásá,nX(s) - Jf(a)] £ x} = 2P{X(i) - 2f(a) = x} by

means of the separability argument.

Let t0,ty,---,t„,--- be a sequence of distinct points in [a,b~] and dense in it,

and assume {f„} to be a separability sequence for Xit). For each n = 1, let

rJi,o> "•> t„,„ be the first n + 1 elements of {r„} arranged so that r„0 < fn>1 < ••• < tnn

and with i„0 = a,tnn = b; put

Xn,k = Xit„!k)-Xitn^y),       k = l,-,n;

@n = rj-field generated by |XM|,»-»,|ZB>1,|,

#n)  = rj-field generated by the field   3S„\J3Sn+iKJ---, n = l,2,---;

á? = f)aM.
n=l

These cr-fields are contained in the basic cr-field !F.

Lemma 2.2.   For every u and every n = 1, we have

E[cosuiXib)- Xia))\y%„]

(2.1) = £[cosM(X(fc)-Z(a))|^(n)]

= Ylk = iCosuX„¿, a.s.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1, the increments Xnk are conditionally independent,

given á?,, with the conditional joint characteristic function given by the third

member of (2.1); thus the first and third members are equal.

We shall show that

E[cosu(X(fc)-*(a))|^„,".,^„+m]

(2.2)
=  W cosuXn.., a.s.,       m_l.

)t = i

The second equality in (2.1) then follows by letting m-> oo in (2.2) and apply-

ing the martingale convergence theorem for conditional expectations with respect

to a monotone sequence of rj-fields [5, p. 331].

Writing Xib) — Xia) as X„x + ■■■ + X„„, and employing the same trigono-

metric identity used in the proof of Lemma 1.1, we express the left-hand side

of (2.2) as

(2 3) £[cosuLYB>1 + ••• + Xn¡n_x)cosuXn¡„\aSn,-,^n+m]

-E[smuiX„x + »■» + Xnn_x)sinuX„„\l2n,-,!%n+m].
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Since cosuXnn is ^„-measurable, the first term in (2.3) is

(2.4) cosuXn>nE[cosu(XntX + •■•+ *.lB-i)|*B,-f*-+J.

In the second term of (2.3), we write the Xnks as sums of Xn+mks, and note

that the conditional joint distribution of the two sums X„x + ■■■ + Xnn-X and

X„„, given the absolute values of all of their Xn+m ¿-summands and partial sum-

mands, is invariant under sign changes. (For example, the joint conditional

distribution  of Xx + X2 + X3  and  XA + X5 + X6,  given

\xx\,-,\x6\,\xx + x2\, \XX + X3\, \X2 + X3\,  \Xt + Xs\,  \x4 + x6\,

\x5+x6\, \xx + x2 + x3\, \XA + X5 + X6\,

is invariant under sign changes. The proof is based on the fact that the joint

distribution of the conditioning variables and the two sums, Xx + X2 + X3 and

XA + X5 + X6, is invariant under sign changes of the latter two sums.) From

this we conclude that the second term in (2.3) vanishes; therefore, the expressions

in (2.3) and (2.4) are equal a.s. We now apply the same reasoning, used above

for (2.2), to the conditional expectation in (2.4), and obtain (2.1) by iteration.

Lemma 2.3. For each u,\im„_œY\nk = 1cosuX„ k exists a.s. and is equal to

E[cosu(X(b)-X(a))\¡M~].

Proof. Since iW3j(" + 1), n = 1,2,•••, this statement is a consequence of

(2.1) and the martingale convergence theorem for conditional expectations with

respect to a monotone sequence of c-fields [5, p. 331].

Corollary 2.1. The statement of Lemma 2.3 remains valid if a,b are re-

placed by any two elements t',t",t' <t" of the sequence {/„} and the cosine

product is taken only over Xnk increments over intervals in {_t',t"~\.

The proof is executed as that of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 : we use the additional

fact, implicit in Lemma 1.2, that the conditional distribution of a subset of the

random variables X„k,k = l,---,n, given the absolute values of all of them,

depends only on the absolute values of the subset.

Lemma  2.4.   limsup„^œ T,k = xX2k< oo a.s.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1, one can determine a constant M > 0 sufficiently

large so that the event

A = J lim sup   max    \Xnk\ <¡ M\
(      n-x»      lgfcgn I

has probability arbitrarily close to 1. By Lemma 2.3, we have

lim £1 lim  ] I cos u.X„^ I = 1
u-»0      \n-»oo fc = l /
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so that the quantity under the expectation converges to 1 in probability; hence,

if u is sufficiently small limJ^^=1cosuA'n k is not 0 with probability close to 1.

This is equivalent to the finiteness of lim sup H"k = yX2k on the set A defined

above; therefore, this quantity is finite with probability arbitrarily close to 1;

hence, it is finite a.s.

Lemma 2.5. For each t in ia,b), the limits of Xis)for s ft and s\,t exist a.s.;

and the limits of Xis) for s\.a and s^b exist a.s.

Proof. Let s0,Sy,--- be an increasing sequence in (a,b) such that sB|i. By

Lemma 2.4 the series 2n°0=oD*r(sn+i) — XisJ]2 is finite a.s.; hence, by Theo-

rem 1.1, 2„co=o[X(sn+i) — Xisn)] converges a.s., which means that lim/I_00X(s,1)

exists a.s. The rest of the proof of the existence of the left-hand limit, as well

as the right-hand and end point limits, follows exactly that for centered processes

with independent increments [5, p. 409].

Lemma 2.6. There are at most a countable number of fixed points of dis-

continuity of the process Xit).

The proof follows from Lemma 2.5 and a general theorem on separable pro-

cesses which have stochastic left-hand and right-hand limits at each point [5,

p. 356].
Now it will be shown that almost all sample functions Xit) behave like con-

tinuous parameter martingale sample functions. The role of {f„} as a separa-

bility sequence is used for the first time.

Theorem 2.1. Almost all sample functions Xit) have finite left-hand and

right-hand limits at each point of ia,b), and corresponding one-sided limits

at the endpoints a,b. The discontinuities are jumps, except perhaps at the

fixed points of discontinuity.

Proof. Let C1; --,C„ be fixed positive constants, and let signs ± be attached

to them, where ± are each selected independently and with probability 1/2.

The set of partial sums ±Cy±C2± ••• ±Ck, k = l,---,n is a martingale; by

the "upcrossing inequality" [5, p. 316], the expected number of upcrossings

of a fixed interval [fi,f2]  is no greater than

(2.5) 1ir2-ry)-1  £    2  ±C,
k = l

+ ry^ir2-ry)-i(^îiC2k)j/2 + !■»);

here we have used the independence of the signs and Jensen's inequality to get

the inequality above. By Markov's inequality, the probability that there are at

least k upcrossings is bounded above by the right-hand side of (2.5) divided by k.

Now let Mnk denote the event that the number of upcrossings of [/!,/•-.] by

the finite sequence Xitn 0),■■■,Xitnn) is at least k. If we follow the proof for
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separable semi-martingales [5, p. 362], we see that all that we have to establish

is that P(p|t [JnMnk) = 0; for the rest of the proof of that theorem also proves

ours. It will suffice for us to prove that P(f)k\j„Mn k\â8) = 0, a.s.

The monotonicity of Mnk (monotone nonincreasing in k, nondecreasing in n)

and the martingale convergence theorem for conditional probabilities enables

us to compute P(f>\k[J„M„tk\âéi) as

lim  lim   lim P (Mn<k \ @(m)).
fc-*oo   n-*oo   m-*oo

This is dominated by

lim sup   P(Mm<k\@Km)).
It-» 00

The increments Xmk, k = !,■•■,m are conditionally independent given á?(m) with

randomly selected signs; this can be seen from Lemma 2.2 and its proof, where

we get the same conditional distribution when conditioning by á?(m) as when con-

ditioning by @)m. By the upcrossing inequality for partial sums of constants with

randomly selected signs, we get from (2.5)

PiM^l^^fe-1^-^)-1

Taking the limit over m and then over k, and applying Lemma 2.4, we con-

clude that P(f)k\JnM„k\âS) = 0 a.s.

From now on we shall assume that the process X(t) has no fixed points of dis-

continuity, but only moving points of discontinuity. By Theorem 2.1, the latter

are points where the sample function has a jump.

Lemma 2.7. The increments of X(t) over nonoverlapping intervals are con-

ditionally independent given ¡08.

Proof. By Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.1, the conditional characteristic func-

tion of increments over nonoverlapping intervals whose endpoints are elements

of the sequence {/„} is equal to the product of the conditional characteristic func-

tions; therefore, the assertion of the lemma holds for such intervals. Since the

process has no fixed points of discontinuity, the increments over arbitrary non-

overlapping intervals are a.s. limits of increments over the first kind of intervals;

therefore, the conditional characteristic functions of the increments over the

general intervals are a.s. limits of those for the special intervals. The proof is

complete.

Let us denote by 3 the class of real valued functions defined on [a, fe] and

having the properties of our sample functions, i.e., / is in 3 if and only if the

right-hand and left-hand limits exist at each point in [a, fe] (with a suitable inter-

pretation at the endpoints) and whose discontinuities, if any, are jumps. It can

(iX^ + rA
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be established, by means of the Heine-Borel theorem, that, for any s > 0, there

are at most a finite number of jumps whose magnitude exceeds e; therefore, the

jumps of the function, Jy,J2, ••• can be put in a sequence ordered in such a way

that | J, | 2; | J21 2: ••■. Suppose that/is continuous at each point in the sequence

{i„}, given above; for each n, put/„jt¡ =fitn,k) -fitn,k-y), k = l, —,n. Suppose

that/has v jumps in [a, b~\ of magnitude exceeding e, where v is some nonnegative

integer. For every n, there are at most v intervals among the n intervals

{tn,k-i> tn,k) which contain a jump exceeding e in magnitude. The number of

such intervals converges to v as n -* co, and the increments fnk corresponding

to these intervals converge to the respective jumps JX,---,JV; furthermore, the

limsup (n-> oo) of the absolute maximum increment \f„¡k\ over intervals

(tn¡k-y,tn¡k) not containing jumps exceeding s in magnitude is less than or equal

to e. This statement, which can be established with the aid of the Heine-Borel

theorem, will be referred to as the "truncation principle." It has been tacitly

used by Cogburn and Tucker in [4, p. 283].

Returning to the stochastic process Xit), since there are no fixed points of

discontinuity, we know that almost all the sample functions are continuous at

each point in the sequence {i,,}. The truncation principle now applies to almost

all sample functions.

We shall denote by Jy,J2, •■• the (ordered) sequence of jumps of Xit). The

following canonical representation of Xit) is implied by the next theorem; it

is as follows. An arbitrary random sequence of points {t„} is chosen in [a, b~\.

An arbitrary random sequence of positive numbers {X„} satisfying 2"=! X2 < oo a.s.

is selected; so is an arbitrary random continuous nondecreasing nonnegative

function Vit), a = t _ b. The joint distribution of these three processes is ar-

bitrary, and the "stochastic information" about them is summarized in a cr-field

08 . Now let 0i,02, ••■ be a sequence of independent random variables, inde-

pendent of ¡M, and each assuming the values ± 1 with probabilities 1 ¡2, 1 \2.

Let C/(i),r = 0, be a standard Brownian motion process (separable), which is

independent of 38 and of the process {0„}. Let X\t) be a (random) function on

[a,b] defined as follows: it has a jump of magnitude Xn and of sign 0„ at the

point t„,n = 1,2, •••, and varies only by jumps. Let X"it) be defined as C/(F(i)),

a = t = b ; X"it) is a Brownian motion process with a continuous random time

parameter. The process Xit) = X'it) + X"it) has sign-invariant increments;

conversely, every process with sign-invariant increments has such a represen-

tation. This is analogous to Levy's representation of the process with independent

increments as the convolution of Poisson processes and Brownian motion [6],

[5, p. 422]. One immediate consequence of our representation is that a sign-

invariant process with almost all continuous sample functions is a Brownian

motion process with a continuous random time parameter.

For £ > 0, we define the truncated increments X$ of the process with sign-

invariant increments as X(ne¡k = Xnk if \XttJ¡\ z^e, and 0 if \Xnk\ >e.
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Theorem 2.2.    The truncated increments X^\ satisfy

Vt.M = lim lim sup   i |X$|2
(2.6) £~*°   "~><x>     * = 1

n

= Iim liminf   £ |*$|2 < oo, a.s.
c->0     n-»co       (c = l

For each u, we have

E [cos u(X(b) - X(a))\i%]

(2.7)
=   [] cosuJk-exp(-iu2VlaM), a.s.

k = l

Proof.   According to Lemma 2.3, (2.7) is equivalent to

n oo

(2.8) lim  ] | cosuXnk =   ] | cosuJk • exp(—2-ti2F[ai|>]), a.s.
n-*oo k = 1 k = 1

The expression f|t{cosuJ^:! Jk\ > e} is to stand for the product over factors

for which | Jk\ > s. Equation (2.8) is trivial for u = 0. We choose a^O, and

then e > 0 so small that |em| is also very small. The product n* = iCOSM-^M

may be written as

(2.9) Ô cosMXB>t =   Ô {cosuXny.\X„¡k\>E} -ficoauXft.
k = i k = l k = l

By the truncation principle for functions in the class 3, the first product on

the right-hand side of (2.9) converges a.s. to JT^cosuJk:\Jk\ > s}. For small e,

the factors cosuX^ are positive and close to 1 so that their logarithms are

defined; furthermore,

limit logcosM^>/-iu2I |X„:>|2¡
e->0    U = l '        z        k = l I

(2.10)
= 1 uniformly in n, a.s.

In the proof of Lemma 2.4, we showed the existence of a number u # 0 in an

arbitrarily small neighborhood of 0 such that the left-hand side of (2.8) is not 0

with probability arbitrarily near 1. By that same argument we can show that

cos uJk > 0 for all k with probability close to 1 for u sufficiently near 0. (We

throw out the event of small probability that sup | Jk | exceeds some large fixed

number.) Assume now that u satisfies both of these requirements, and let n -* oo

and then e -> 0 in (2.9). With probability near to 1 the left-hand side approaches a

nonzero limit. With probability close to 1 the sequence of partial products of
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factors {cos«Jk:|jA| > e} has only positive factors; hence, the sequence is de-

creasing and approaches a limit as e->0; and, by (2.10) and Lemma 2.4, the sec-

ond product in (2.9) is bounded away from 0. It follows that with probability

close to 1 the first product on the right-hand side of (2.9) converges to a positive

limit; hence, by (2.10), the second product does also, and so (2.6) holds with prob-

ability close to 1. Since the event in (2.6) is independent of the particular value

of m , and since the probability of the event is arbitrarily close to 1, its probability

is 1, and (2.6) holds. Having obtained (2.6), we verify (2.8) for any value of u

by reapplying the same argument to (2.9); this time it does not matter whether

the left side of (2.8) is 0 or not.

This proof and Corollary 2.1 imply that the conditional characteristic function

of an increment Xit") — Xit'), for t' and /" in the sequence {r„} is of the same

form as (2.7), but with the jumps Jk restricted to those in (i', t") and with Vrt,ri

defined via truncated increments only over (r', r"). We would like to extend the

validity of the form (2.7) to every increment Xit) — Xis), a = s < t = b. The

process has no fixed points of discontinuity so that it may be assumed that, for

fixed s,t, almost no sample function has jumps at s,t or tx,t2, •••. The con-

ditional characteristic function of Xit) — Xis) is the a.s. limit of the conditional

characteristic function of Xit") — Xit'), t"->t, t'->s, f',i"e{r„}; therefore, by

(2.7), it is equal to the product of cos uJk over all jumps Jk in (s, t) multiplied by

the limit of exp(— %u2Vlt.t.>) for t" -*t, t'->s. What we have to show is that

this limit is independent of the particular choices of t' and t".

Let us define a (random) point function Vit) for each t in the sequence {t„}

as K(i) = F[o(]; by definition, Vit) is monotonically nondecreasing on its domain.

Now define Vit) for every t, a = t z% b, by defining Vit) at every value outside

the sequence {/„} as the limit from the right taken along tn-values ; this uniquely

determines Vit), a = t _ b. we shall show, in the next two lemmas, that almost

all sample functions Vit) are continuous on [a, ft].

Lemma 2.8.   For each z,a _ t = b, Vit) is continuous a.s. at t.

Proof. Let t be a point in (a, b); the proof for the endpoints is similar. Choose

two subsequences of {t„},{t'„} and {t'¡,}, such that t-^x, CiT» The aim here is

to show that F(0 — Vit'„), which is F^,»», converges a.s. to 0. Since almost no

sample function has a discontinuity at t , X(0 — Xit'„) -* 0 a.s. and so

£ [cos uiXit'D — Xit'J) 18f\ -* 1 a.s. for each u. But now, looking at the form

(2.7) of the conditional characteristic function, we see that Vu. tn -+ 0 a.s.

Lemma 2.9.   Almost every sample function  Vit) is continuous on   [a, ft].

Proof. By Lemma 2.8, almost every sample function Vit) is continuous at

the points of the sequence {i„}. For e>0, define the sequence of monotone

approximating functions V„j(t) as
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F„ ,(0 = 0   for t = a

=   I |X$|a   for t = t„tk, k = l,-,n,

=  Vn,lh,k)   for í„.jfc-i <í<í„>4, fc = l,—,n,

for n = 1,2, •••. The jumps of FnE(í) are, in magnitude, bounded by e. By Theo-

rem 2.2, Vnt(t) converges to V(t) at all {i„}-points a.s. as n -* oo and then as

e -+ 0. V(t) is a.s. a bounded and monotonie function, and its only discontinuities

are jumps; therefore, since it is approximable on a dense continuity set by F„ £(i),

it is continuous.

This completes the program in the paragraph following the proof of Theorem

2.2. The (random) interval function F[st], first defined for endpoints in the set

{t„}, is uniquely extended to arbitrary endpoints in [a,fe]. This uniquely de-

fines the conditional characteristic function of any increment X(t) — X(s), given

08. The joint characteristic function of a finite set of increments over disjoint

intervals is, by the conditional independence (Lemma 2.7), equal to the expected

value of the product of the conditional characteristic functions. The stochastic

process, whose conditional characteristic functions are given by the Gaussian

form exp(—iw2F[st]), is representable in the canonical form U(V(t)), where

U(t), t — 0, is a separable, independent Brownian motion process.

We conclude with a result first obtained by Cogburn and Tucker [4] for a

process with independent increments. As a matter of fact, they proved it first

for a process with symmetric independent increments, and then, by symmetri-

zation, for the general process with independent increments.

Theorem 2.3.

n

lim   I \Xnk\2 -   I J2k + Vía¡b¡ < co, a.s.
n-»oo  fc = 1

The same is true for increments X„k whose squares are summed over (t',t"),

for t',t" in {i„}, with the jumps Jk taken over (t',t").

Proof.   By the truncation principle, the sum of l^„,fc|2 taken over ¡ -X"„pfc | > £,

converges a.s. to the sum of J2, taken over \jk\ > e; this sum converges to

£ J2 as e-»0. On the other hand, by (2.6), the sum of |XBfc|2, taken over

\X„¿\ ^ë, is close to Via%bj for large n and small e. The proof of the second

assertion of the theorem follows as the remark made after the proof of Theorem

2.2. The finiteness of the limit follows from Lemma 2.4.

3. The limit of the sum of the yth powers of the increments. We continue to

consider the separable stochastic process X(t), a^t^b, with sign-invariant

increments and no fixed points of discontinuity.
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Theorem 3.1.   For any y, 0<y<2,

(3.1) lim  Z \Xn,k\y
n-»oo t = l

exists a.s. (and may assume an infinite value).

Proof. For any e > 0, the sum in (3.1) may be written as a sum extended over

terms for which | X„k | > e plus the sum of the truncated increments,

|-^n!i|7+ "• + I^b!b|1'- The truncation principle implies that the first sum con-

verges a.s. to j£*{|À|>':|A| >£}> where this notation stands for the sum of

I Jk\7 over all quantities such that | Jk\ > e. We conclude that (3.1) exists a.s.

if and only if

n

(3.2) lim   I | Xi'l |» exists a.s.   for all e>0.
n-»oo t = l

The same reasoning leads us to the conclusion that

n

(3.3) lim   £ |sinful* exists a.s.
n-»oo  k — 1

if and only if

n

(3.4) lim   £ |sin.3f¡$|r exists a.s.   for all s > 0;
II-» 00   * = 1

furthermore, (3.2)and (3.4) are equivalent. The theorem will be proved by show-

ing the validity of (3.3). This will be done by showing that the sums in (3.3) form

a reversed lower semi-martingale sequence relative to the ir-fields á?(n), n = 1,2, ■ • •.

The difference between the successive sums |sinXBl|y + ••• + | sin JT„ „|y and

|sinX„+1>I|y + ••• + |sinXn+1>n+1|v is of the form' |sin(X + Y)| y-)sinX\y

— |sinF|r, where X and Fare two successive Xn+Xk increments. We note that

|sinX\y + |sin y|y = | sin | X11y + |sin| Y\ |y and so is Vn+"-measurable; the aim

is to establish the semi-martingale inequality

£(|sin(X + Y)\y\&n+1)) = |sinJ%T|y + |sin Y\y.

Jensen's inequality for conditional expectations [5, p. 33] and the elementary

trigonometric identity sin(x + y) = sin x cosy + sinycosx yield the inequality

£(|sin(Z + y)|7|^(n+1)) ^ Ey/2(sin2(X+Y)\®(n+1))

(3.5) = [sin2Xcos2F+cos2Zsin2y

+ 2£(sinXsin Feos X cos y| ^(n+1))]),/2.

The conditional expectation in the last member of (3.5) vanishes because X and

yare conditionally sign-invariant given á?(n+1) (this was shown in the latter

part    of   the    proof   of   Lemma    2.2).    By    the    elementary    inequality
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| a + b \x S | a |" + | b \", 0 = a = 1, the last member of (3.5) is bounded above

by |sinXcos Y\y + |cos2l sin Yp _ |sinX|r+ | sin Y\y. This confirms the semi-

martingale inequality. The appropriate convergence theorem [5, p. 329] now

implies (3.3).

We now define the index ß of the process Xit) as

ß = inf{a:a>0,  2|Ji|ii<°o a.s.};

by Theorem 2.3, p" = 2.

Theorem 3.2. The limit (3.1) is + oo a.s. on the set where V[aM iin (2.7))

is positive. If V[aM vanishes a.s. and Xit) is of index ß, then, for y,ß < y < 2,

the limit (3.1) is equal to  2 |j..|7 fl.s.

Proof.   Since ? < 2, we have

lim     2 |*M|»   èlim    2 |*öp
n-»oo     k = 1 n-i-oo     k = Í

= e5"2lim sup 2 \X<Û\2.
n-»oo      k = 1

Let e -> 0 and invoke Theorem 2.2 to complete the proof of the first statement

of the theorem.

By separating | X„1|,'+••• + |X„„|)' into a sum over terms for which

\X„k\ > s and a sum over terms for which \Xnk\ = b, and by using the trunca-

tion principle argument leading to (3.2), one can show that the conclusion to

he second statement of our theorem is equivalent to

lim   lim    2 |X$|y = 0, a.s.
«-»0     it-»oc * = 1

The existence of this limit is a consequence of the equivalence of (3.1) and

(3.2); we have only to evaluate the limit. For this purpose it is sufficient to show

that the conditional expectation of the limit, given 3S, is 0; furthermore, by Fatou's

lemma, it is enough to show that

(3.6) lim liminf £Í2 |*ÍS|t|í#)   = 0, a.s.

By Jensen's inequality, we have

Ei\x™\*\m ú Ey>2i\xii\2\m-,

from this, and from the relation 1 — cos« ~«2/2, M-+0, we can see that (3.6)

is implied by

(3.7) lim liminf    2 £7/2(l - cos X(„'l \ 08) = 0, a.s.
e-»0     n-»oo       t = l
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Let ^n)(e) be the indicator function of the event that the interval itn¡k-y ,tn>k)

has in it no jump of Xit) greater in magnitude than e; Çk"Xs) is á?-measurable

because J1 contains all "information" about the location and magnitude of the

jumps. The truncation principle implies that (3.7) follows from

(3.8) lim liminf   2 ^n)(e)£y/2(l - cos^,»^) = 0, a.s.
£-*0     n-*oo        k = 1

In fact, there are at most a fixed finite number of subintervals itn¡k-y,tnk) such

that Ckn\e) = 0, and on these, cos Xfy -» 1 a.s. ; on the other hand, we always

have cos2l„?t = cosX^l.

From the representation (2.7) and the present assumption that  V[abX = 0, we

have

(3.9)

¿;kn)ie)Eil-cosXnik\m = ik"\e)(l - ft cosj)

íín)(s)(l-Il{cosJ:|j|^6}),
\ (n,k) 1

where n<n,fc) 1S tne product over all jumps in itn¡k-y,t„¡k). Let ¿Z(n¡k) stand for

summation over all jumps in (tn¡k-y,tnk), and let a be a real number such that

2ß ¡y < a. < 2. The four elementary inequalities

1 - cos u ^ 21 u I"        for all u,

1 — m _ e~2" for all small u,

l-e~"   = « for u = 0,

(2|j|)c   ^   2|J|C      for 0<c<l

yield the successive inequalities

2   (l- El {cosJ:|j|^e}V
k = l   \ in.k) J

=   2   (l-n[l-2{M':Más}]
4 = 1    \ (n,k) 1

á   2   (l-exp[-42 {|J|':|/|^8}])
* = 1    \ 1        (n,K) \l

g   îr(l{\j\':\j\z%e})
k = 1       \(n,k) /

ti 2

y/2

vy/2

¿2'ï    ï {Uh/2:|J| z%s}.
k = l   (n,k)
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The last double sum is over all jumps in (a, fe) of magnitude ^ e, and since

ayf2>ß, it tends to 0 a.s. as e->0 by definition of ß. From this and (3.9) we

deduce the relation (3.8) and complete the proof.

4. Application to diffusion. In this section and the next one some of the results

for processes with sign-invariant increments are extended to other general kinds

of stochastic processes. In this section we show that Theorem 2.3 can be extended

to the general Ito process, described in [5, pp. 273-291]. This result was first found

under strong differentiability conditions on the diffusion coefficients [2]. (There

the main result was incorrectly stated. I am indebted to Dr. V. Baumann of

Cologne for his kindness in pointing out that error and to Professor G. Baxter

for supplying the correction in [S. M. Berman, Oscillation of sample functions

in diffusion processes, Math. Reviews No. 642 28 (1964), p. 132].) Now we shall

remove the differentiability assumptions but can prove only a weaker form of

Theorem 2.3, namely, a.s. convergence of the sum of the squares of the incre-

ments over a sufficiently fine subsequence of partitions. The difficulty of prov-

ing convergence over the original sequence is that the latter does not seem to form

a martingale sequence.

Let X(t), a ^ t ^ fe, be an Ito process : a separable, real valued Markov process

with continuous sample functions, and satisfying the stochastic integral equation

(4.1) X(t) - X(a) =   f m[s, X(s)~] ds +   f <r[s, Z(s)] d Y(s),
Ja Ja

where Y(s) is a Brownian motion process such that for each t0 in (a,b), the

increments of Y(s) over subintervals of [r0, fe] are distributed independently of

the X(t) process in [a, t0). It is assumed that m and a are Baire functions of their

arguments and that there exists a constant K such that m and a satisfy the fol-

lowing growth and regularity conditions

|m[i,d|   ^ K(l + ?)il2,

(42) 0   z% a[t,^èK(i + e)112,

|w[<,ÍJ-w[/,í1]|áX|{3-í1J,

KUJ-ffCUijI   =5 *|«a-Ci|.

We continue to use the notation of §2: tnk are the subdivision points of [a,fe]

and Xnk axe the corresponding increments, k = 1,••-,«.

Theorem 4.1. Under the above stated assumptions, the process X(t) has

the property

n' ft

(4.3) lim    £ \Xn.¿\2 =      <j2[s,X(sy]ds, a.s.
iT-»oo    t = l Ja
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where {«'} is a subsequence of the positive integers with the property that

£    max   (iB.,*-<„-,*-!)1/2 < co.
n'      lâkgn'

Proof. We shall not use the property of the sequence {n'} until later so that

we shall write n instead of n' for the present.

We first show that the existence of the limit (4.3) is an event whose probability

is the same for all functions m satisfying (4.2); and, the value of the limit, when

it exists, is the same for all such m. Using the integral representation (4.1), we

may write the sum on the left-hand side of (4.3) as the sum of three terms:

»       / pt„,k \2

£ m[s,X(s)]ds)
k = i  \Jf„,k-, /

+ 2£   (["'   m[s,X(s)']ds) (["      o-[s,X(sy}dY(s)\
fc = i   Wf„,k-i /  \Jt„,k-, 1

+     £   ( T '  o-[s,X(s)-]dY(s))    = An + 2Bn + C„.
k = l    \Jtn,H-i )

The only terms involving m are A„ and B„; we shall show that both of these con-

verge a.s. to 0. Successive use of the Schwarz inequality, the first condition in

(4.2), and continuity (hence integrability) of X(t) yields

A, =\   E (/„.»-*„.»-!) m2[s,X(s)ids
k = l Jt„,k-t

=i   i (tn,k-tn,k-i) S'" '  K2(l+X2(s))ds
* = 1 Jt„,k-,

g K2 f (1+X2(s))ds ■   max   (<„,,-t„,)t_1)^0, a.s.
Ja lá*S»

The application of (4.2), the uniform continuity of almost all Y(t) sample func-

tions, and the boundedness of X(t) leads to

| B„ | Ú K max  (1 + X2(s))1'2 ■   max    | Y(tn,k) - Y(t„^ y )|

Í
b

X(l + X2(s))1/2ds->0, a.s.

This proves the assertion made at the beginning of the proof; since the function

m=0 satisfies (4.2), we may proceed with our computations, assuming msO

in (4.1). In this case (4.1) has the special form

(4.4) X(t) - X(a) =   f a[_s, X(s)~] dY(s),       a = fgb.
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The sum of squares of the increments of the process in (4.4) is also decomposable

into three terms:

2    if"   (crls,X(s)-]-CT[tn¡k_.y,X(tatk-y)-])dY(s))
k = l   \Jt„,k-t I

+ 2 tj " * (cr[s, Xis)] - o\jnM_y, Xitn<k_y)\)dYis)

■    0-ltn¡k_y,Xitn¡k-y)-]  ■ (Y(í„,t) -   Yitn¡k_y))

+   2     cT2[tnik_y,Xitn¡k_y)-]iYitn,k) - Yitn>k-y))2 = A'n + 2B'„ + C'„.

By a fundamental expectation property of the stochastic integral [5, p. 427],

the expected value of A'„ is

2    f        £(<r[s, Xis)] - c\tntk- xXitnj_ y)])2 ds.
t = i Jt„,k-i

The last condition in (4.2) implies that this is no greater than

(4.5) K2t    I""'"  EiXis)-Xit„,k-y))2ds.
k = l   Ji„,k-i

By (4.4), the same fundamental expectation property of the stochastic integral,

and the second line of (4.2), we obtain, for tn>k-y < s :£ t„k, (cf. [5, p. 283])

EiXis)-Xitn¿_y))2   =-   eU'      <7[«,X(u)]dY(u)]'

=   f      Eia2[u, Xiu)]) du

g K2is - tn¡k_x) \l +      max     £X2(u)l.

Integration over 5 yields

f       EiXis)-Xitn¡k_y))2ds
Jln.k-l

ú\k2(í„,fc - ;„,*_y)2 \l +      max     £X2(u)j .
z L t„,u-i%u-éi„,k J

Since 1 + EX2is) is integrable over [a, b] [5, p. 277], we obtain

EA'„ z% constant max it„,k — t„¿-y).
k

We now use the property of the sequence {«'}; by Markov's inequality, we have,

for e > 0,
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£ P{A'n.>e}  ^ e_1 £ EA'n. < co;
n' n'

hence, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, A¿. -* 0 a.s.

Applying the Schwarz inequality and the expectation property of the stochastic

integral, we get

»      / i*  t„,k \l/2

EB'n è £ E(a[s,X(s)-] - a[tn^,, X(tn¡k_.)])dY(s)
k = i\Jt„,k-i I

*   altn,k-l>X(tn,k-l)](tn,k- h.k-l)-

In accordance with the foregoing calculations, the latter sum is no greater than

a constant multiple of

Ê  (t„,k-t„,k-y)3/2\l+      max       EX\u)
* = 1 L t„,k-,¿a¿t„,k

^ constant max (t„k — rB)t_i)
lSiSn

1/2

Again we employ the property of {n'} and the Borel-Cantelli lemma and conclude

that B'„. -► 0 a.s.

We now cite Levy's original version of (4.3) for the special case of the standard

Brownian motion process: the squares of Y(tnf)— Y(t„k_y), summed over any

fixed subinterval of [a,fe], converges a.s. to the length of the subinterval [8],

[5, p. 395]. (4.2) implies that o2[s,X(s)~\ is (uniformly) continuous in s for almost

all sample functions. Fix an arbitrary integer m>0; then, for n>m, C'n is

bounded above by

m

£ max a2[s,X(sy]
k = l      (....k-läsät—fe

£       [y(íBj+1)-y(í„,,)]2,

¡ntj^ltm.k- t,tm,u)

and below by a corresponding expression with "min" instead of "max." Ap-

plying Levy's cited theorem to the y(i)-process, we conclude that the upper

bound converges a.s. to

m

£ max      a2[s, X(s)~\ (tm¡k - tm¡k. t)
k = l   <m,k-lásg<„,k

and the lower bound to

m

£        min        a2[s,X(s)~](tm¡k - tm¡k.y).
k = í   fm.k-lásg'mik

The bounds converge (m -» oo) to the common limit given by the (Riemann)

integral in (4.3), because a2[s,X(s)~\ is continuous.

5. Application to processes with independent increments. In this section,

X(t), a^t^b, is a separable stochastic process with independent increments
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which is centered and has no fixed points of discontinuity. By the classical theorem

of Levy [6], the logarithm of the characteristic function of an increment

Xit) - Xis), a ^ s < t g b, is of the form

■>(« ; s, 0 =  ¿«1X0 - a(s)] - ~ u2[a2it) - ff2(s)]

(5.1)

+  j"V*to - 1 - r-^5
1 + x2

where a(r) and o"2(t) are real continuous functions and c2(t) is nondecreasing.

The properties of the function L(x;s, r) are discussed in the standard texts (e.g.

[5, p. 421]); we record the facts that the increments L'x2;s,t) — L{xx;s,t) for

either — co ^ x, < x2 < 0 or 0 < Xj < x2 £; co, a ;g s <t g b, are nonnegative

and define a completely additive set function (measure) over the Borel sets in

the infinite strip — co :g x ^ oo, a ^ t z% b, with the following two properties :

the measure of every Borel set outside any open strip over the line x = 0 is finite

and

x2dLLx;a,b) <  co.
J[0<|x|<l]

All integrals with respect to Lix;s, t), both in(5.1)and in what follows, are tac-

itly assumed to be over the domain {x =£ 0}.

Extending the definition of Blumenthal and Getoor [3], given by them for

processes with stationary independent increments, we define the index ß of a

process Xit) with general independent increments as

ß = inf la: |xa| dLix;a,b) < oo!

thus ßz^2. The finiteness of ¡tx \x\*dLix;a,b) implies the a.s. finiteness of

»S*|>*f*|a> where JX,J2,--- are the jumps of the process. For, on one hand,

2fc{| Jk\x: | Jk\ > 1} is finite a.s. because there are at most a finite number of

jumps J such that | J | > 1. On the other hand, we have

is[2 {|j,|a:|j,|^l}] = jlJx\°dLix;a,b),

because dLix;a,b) is the expected number of jumps J such that x < J g x + dx

[6], [5, p. 423].
Some of the computations in Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 below are related to [3].

Put *l>n,k(u) = \b(u;t„tk-y,t„ik) and L„tk(x) = L(x;t„tk-y,t„¡k), k = l,--,n.

Lemma 5.1. Let X(t) have increment characteristic functions whose loga-

rithms are of the form (5.1) with a(f)=cr2(t)=0, and which is of index ß. For

a given, fixed number e > 0, assume that the measure induced by L on the strip
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— oo^xrg oo, a ;£ r ;£ fe, assigns measure 0 to that portion outside the rectangle

— e < x < £, a St ^ fe. Then, for any y, max(l,jS) < y :£ 2,

sup  £ |«M")| = 4|«|y r |x|ydL(x;a,fe)
n     t = l J-c

(5.2) r
+ |we|        |x|2 dL(x;a,b)

holds for each u.

Proof. Put Rn(u) = | Re^B>1(M)| + ••• + |Re^„»|, I„(u) = |lm«AB>1(M)| + ...

+ j Im i/'B) (u) |. By the elementary inequality 1 — cos t 5¡ 211 \y, we have

R„(u)S 2\u\yÍ    P  |x|ydLB>t(x)
k = l   J-e

= 2\u\y   (C  \x\ydL(x;a,b).

By the inequality | sin t — 11 ̂  211 \y, and by the triangle inequality, we have

| sin t - t(l + t2)~11 <; 211 \y + t3 ¡(I + t2); therefore, application of the last in-

equality gives

I„(u) S  2\u\y j' |xpdL(x;a,fe)

+ | us I |x|2jdL(x;a,fc),   for all u.

(5.2) follows from the ineqiualties for Rn(u) and In(u) applied to the inequality

|z| ^ |Rez| + |lmz|.

Let f7(y) be the  density function  of the  symmetric  stable law of index

y, 0 < y < 2, which is uniquely represented by its (real) characteristic function

(°° elu%(y)dy =   f " cosuyfy(y) dy = if""\
J — 00 J — 00

By a well-known property of the stable law [7, p. 201], the integral

I™ fy(y)\y\* dy
J— oo

is finite for a < y. Now let y be a random variable with the characteristic func-

tion <b(u) = £{exp (iu Y)}. Blumenthal and Getoor [3] have given a representation

of£{exp(| yp)} in terms of the stable density: interchanging the order of inte-

gration and expectation, they get

/» 00 /• 00

£(e-|y|y) =        E(eiuY)fy(u)du = <b(u)fy(u) du.
J-œ J-<¡Q
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We shall use this formula in proving the next lemma.

Lemma 5.2.    Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1, we have

lim sup  2 E{l-expi-\Xn,k\y)]
n-»oo     k = l

(5.3) ^ sí™ \u\"fy(u)du- f    \x\'dL(x;a,b)
J — 00 J — B

/•CO /• £

+ 2s I     |u[/y(u)¿/u •       x2dL(x;a,b),
J — CO «/ — c

where a ¿5 any number satisfying max(l,/)) < a < y, and f7(u) is the density

function of the symmetric stable law of index y.

Proof.   By the previous formula, the left-hand side of (5.3) is equal to

/•co n

(5.4) limsup        fiy)   2   [1 - expiry)] dy.
n-»oo       J— oo Jfc = 1

By the uniform smallness of the increments of the process with independent

increments, max..| 1 — exp^^y)! converges to 0 for eachYas n -> oo [5, p. 132].

From the inequality for complex z,

|l— ez| ^ 2|z|,    \z\ sufficiently small,

we now obtain for each y

11 -exp\L>nMiy)| ̂  21i¡/n¡kiy)\,       k-l,—,n   for all large n.

From this inequality, (5.2), and Fatou's lemma, (5.4) is no greater than

/» oo n

2        fiy) limsup   2  \i¡/a,kiy)\dy.
J — oo n-» oo       k = 1

We apply (5.2) with a instead of y, to the above integrand and integrate to get

the right-hand side of (5.3).

Lemma 5.3.    Under the same hypotheses as Lemma 5.1,

n

limsup  2 -B|-Y.uk|'
n-* oo     k — 1

is no greater than twice the left-hand side of (5.3).

Proof.    For e > 0, write | Xn,k \y as a sum | X„ik\y = (| XnJt\y - | X# \y) + | X[% \y.

From the elementary inequality

|x|" ^ 2[1 — exp(— |x|v)]   for all small x,

we get, for small e],
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£ E\Xi%\y Í 2£ £[l-exp(-|X$|y)]
k=l fc=l

S 2£ £[l-exp(-|X„>)t|')].
k = l

To complete the proof, we show that

lim   ££(|*B,t|y-|XB^) = 0.
n-*oo ft = 1

Let 0nk(c) be the indicator function of the event \X„fk\ > e; then

\X„,k\y-\X%\y=\Xn,k\y9n¡k(e).

By the Holder inequality,

E(\Xn,k\y9n¡k(z))S(EXlk)yl2(P{\Xn:k\ >B})1-yl2   ;

by the Holder inequality for sums, the sum over the terms on the right, from

1 to n, is less than or equal to

,12   ,   n \(2-y)/2

LiE^'J Liw-'H
Since — £|Xnt|2 is the second derivative of if/nk at the origin, the first of the

two factors above is

r re -p/2

x2dL(x;a,fe)

According to the necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of the

distribution of X„A + ■•• + Xnn to the distribution of X(b) - X(a) [9, p. 311],

the second of the two factors must tend to 0 because

£ P{|Z„,,|>£} =   Í       dL(x;a,b) = 0.
fc = l J\x\>e

lim
n->oo     fc = 1 ^|x|:

These three lemmas lead to the following theorem, which supplements the results

in [4] for y = 2.

Theorem 5.1. Let X(t), a^i^fe, have increment characteristic functions

whose logarithms are of the form (5.1), and which is of index ß. If a2(t) is not

identically equal to 0, then, for every y, 0<y<2,

n

(5.5) lim   £ | X„¿ \y =  + oo a.s.
n-*oo    k = 1

If <r2(t) is identically equal to 0, and a(t) is of bounded variation, then, for

any y, max(l,/i) < y <2,
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(5.6) lim     2 \Xn>k\y =  2 1.7*1* a.s.
n-»oo    1 = 1

Proof. Let Y(í) be a process distributed identically as and independently of

Xit); let Ynk denote the increment corresponding to XnJt. As is well known, the

process Xit) — Y(t) has independent and symmetric increments, and, therefore,

sign-invariant increments.

Casel.<r2(r)#0. The elementary inequality | x + y\y g max(l,2y-1)(|x|,'-l- \y\y)

yields

2 ¡X^-Y^SmaxiUr-^ÍÍ \Xn,k\y + 2 \YnJt\A.
ii = i \it=i t = i /

The process Xit) — Y(i) has a Gaussian component and the result of Cogburn

and Tucker [4] implies that V[pM, given by Theorem 2.3, is a.s. positive (in fact

constant). The first part of Theorem 3.2 then implies that the left-hand member

of the last stated inequality converges a.s. to + oo. This implies (5.5) because

the sum of two independent random variables with the same distribution con-

verges a.s. to + oo if and only if each summand does.

Case 2. <72(i)=0. Here y>l. For any fixed e>0, the process Xit) may

be written as the sum of two independent processes with independent increments,

Xyit) and X2(t), and a deterministic function g(t), where

logElexp(iu[Xy(t) - Xy(a)])] =   f       (eiux - 1)rfL(x; a, t),
J\x\>t

log£[exp(iu[Z2(i)-X2(a)])] =  J* '   (eiux - 1 - r^L)dL(x;a,i),

git) = a(t) - aia) - \ ^-^ dUx;a, t).
J\x\>e   l T X

Xyit) and X2(t) are continuous except for a countable number of jumps, and,

because of the mutual independence of the two processes, the jump points of one

process are all continuity points of the other process a.s. Xy(t) has a finite number

of jumps in [a,b], each of magnitude greater than e, and is constant between

successive jumps. X2(t) has a countable number of jumps, each of magnitude

no greater than s. g(t) is a continuous function because X(t) has no fixed points

of discontinuity. The following argument shows that g(t) is also of bounded

variation. First of all, a(i) is of bounded variation by hypothesis. Next, since

dL(x;a,t) is the expected number of jumps J of the function X(s), agsgt,

such that x < J z% x + dx, the two integrals

rx   x c~e   x
J     l + X2d¿(*'a'f)  and   ""J      1 + X2 dLix;a,t)
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are monotonically nondecreasing functions of /, so that their difference is of

bounded variation; hence, g(t) is of bounded variation.

Using the random variables ik"\e), defined in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we

write

£ \x„,k\y = £ \xn¡k\ytfXe)+ £ \xnik\y(i-iï\s)).
k=l *=1 *=1

The truncation principle (as that in the proof) implies that the second sum on

the right-hand side converges a.s. to Ejt{| Jk|y:|/jk|> e}. The first sum on the

right-hand side is monotonically nonincreasing in s so that the limit (£-»0)

of its lim sup (n-> oo) exists. To complete the proof of the theorem, we show

that the limit is 0 a.s., i.e.

(5.7) lim  [lim sup  £ | X„,k \y(kn\s)]  = 0.
£-♦0   L    n-><x>       fc = l J

Since Xy(t) is constant between successive jumps, the increments of X(t) axe

identical with the increments of X2(t) + g(t) over the intervals where X(t) has

no jumps exceeding £ in magnitude. Put Xnk = X2(tnk) — X2(tnk_x), and

£„,* = g(í,a)-£(íia-i)> k- U—,n; then;

(5.8) £ | XnM\^\z) =   £ | xnJk + g„ik\'&\e)
fc=i *=i

Ú   £ \Xn,k + gn,k\y, a.s.
k = 1

According to Minkowski's inequality, the last sum satisfies

(n \l/y ,   n \l/y ,   n \l/y

Zyn.k + gn.k?)        S   (ZJ*.,!*)        +(EJft>à|'j     .

The last term in (5.9) converges to 0 as n -> oo since g(t) is continuous and of

bounded variation, and y > 1. (5.8) and (5.9) show that the condition

(5.10) lim£ [lim sup E |*M|1'1   = 0
£->0 L      »-»OO t = l ' J

is sufficient for (5.7).

Let Y2(t) be a process distributed identically as and independently of X2(t),

with corresponding increments 7nk; then, by the inequality

\x\yz%2y-1(\x-y\y+\y\y),     y>l,

we obtain

EI^NWe |*M-fM|'+ £ \?n,k\y).
k = l \k = l k = l I
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To each side of this inequality, we now successively apply the three inequality-

preserving operations (cf. [5, p. 338]):

(i) conditional expectation given the process X2(t). Here we use the fact that

X2i • ) and Y2( • ) are independently distributed

(ii) limsup (n -> oo);

(iii) unconditional expectation.

After an application of Fatou's lemma, we have

(5.11)

(limsup 2 |*M|')
\     !I-*00 Jfc = 1 /

< 2y-l [fiflimsup 2 l^-Y^rt+limsup 2 £|-PMH.
L      \ n-»oo       t = l / n-»oo     k = l J

The process Y2(t) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemmas 5.1-5.3. According to

these lemmas, the limsup on the right-hand side of (5.11) is dominated by twice

the right-hand side of (5.3). The integrals involving e in the latter expression

converge to 0 as s -* 0 because the process X2(t) is of index ß. We now estimate

the expectation of the limsup on the right-hand side of (5.11). According to

Theorem 3.2, the "limsup" can be replaced by "lim" under the expectation

sign; furthermore, by the same theorem, the limit is 2f;|Jfc'|1', where the sum

is  over  all jumps Jk of the process X2(t) — Y2(t). We have

(5.12) £(?IJ*I'') = 2 J" l*NL(*;fl'fc);

in fact, the increment [_X2(t) — Y2(t)] — [X2(s) — Y2(s)] has the characteristic

function whose logarithm is

/:
(cos ux — 1) dL(x ;s,t),

at%s<tgb, and 2[dL(x;a,b) + dL(—x;a,b)] is the expected number of

jumps of the process whose magnitude lies in [x, x + dx], x > 0. The right-hand

side of (5.12) converges to 0 with s because the process has index ß; (5.10) holds,

and the proof is complete.

In Theorem 5.1, we have taken y > 1. We shall not make a formal statement

of the case 0 < ß < y g 1, but shall only sketch the result and the proof. By the

inequality

(5.13) \x + y\yg \x\y + \y\y,      0<y£l,

the sequence {2£=i \Xnk\ , n = l,2,---} is a.s. nondecreasing and so must

converge to a limit. Under what conditions is this limit actually the same as (5.6)?

We decompose X(t) into the sum of the three components Xy(t), X2(t), and
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g(t), as in the previous proof. An examination of the latter shows that (5.6) holds

if the limit, as n-* oo and £->0, of the left-hand side of (5.9) is a.s. 0. By (5.13),

it suffices to show that the limits of ££ = 1 |^n,*|7 and Hnk = x \gn,k\y are both 0.

The proof for the former sum follows as in the previous proof; the only dif-

ference is that (5.13) is used instead of |x + ^| ^ 2T_1(|x|y + |^|v). The van-

ishing of the limit of ££ = i |áfn>jt|y has to be assumed; this can be formulated as

an assumption on the smoothness of the functions defining g(t).
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